Readers expecting to find in Military Ethics a discussion devoted to the conduct of soldiers in peace and war will be surprised. They will discover instead that the book ranges far beyond that subject as it is commonly construed. In the view of Professors Fotion and Elfstrom, 'Military ethics . . . cannot be an ethics only for and of the military, and it cannot be an ethics only of war', because 'an adequate military ethics must take account of all sectors of society in military activity'. Given the pervasiveness of the influence of military institutions in modern societies, that view may make 'military ethics' nearly all-inclusive. The definition implied by the authors is something like the following: military ethics refers to the moral considerations that apply to activities and institutions involved in employing the resources of a nation to secure policy objectives through the application or threat of force. Be that as it may, in the course of their examination of larger issues arising from the war, the authors actually say little about the content of professional military ethics beyond arguing that a set of formal codes guiding conduct is needed for those in uniform. That early discussion, however, is persuasive and timely. The American military services are now considering whether to publish formal codes of professional ethics. They would do well to examine these arguments.
The book begins with a straightforward statement: the authors will adopt a utilitarian perspective as they discuss the justification of standing armies, relations between the military and other institutions in society, just-war theory, and a variety of post-war issues. They describe their examination as an example of applied ethics in which they employ R. M. Hare's model of two levels of moral thinking. On the intuitive level, in Hare's theory, one follows established rules. On the critical level, one determines the rules through reflective thought. In this discussion, however, the authors spare us from a painstaking application of Hare's recommended analysis in terms of preferences. They simply assert that 'right-based or duty-based moral systems simply do not contain the means of accommodating future change or unexpected complication' and argue from a broad consequentialist perspective, i Their analysis produces a range of interesting and sometimes controversial I conclusions about possible solutions to major contemporary problems. | The distinction between combatants and non-combatants illustrates the I kind of conclusions found in Military Ethics. The distinction bedevils many commentators, but Fotion and Elfstrom dissolve the conceptual problem by including all members of the population of a state at war in the class of potential targets. Differences in treatment of members of the enemy population are determined by the nature of the combat, which the authors classify as 'close-in fighting' or 'area fighting'. They claim that the dichotomy between combatants and non-combatants is simply not useful in the complex world of modern warfare; the enemy's people cannot always be treated in ways that reflect how they act.
Disquieting possibilities emerge from such a view, limited only by necessity, proportionality, and the criticality of winning. But the authors mean to look at war clearly and to avoid the distorting lens of duty and rights considerations.
Some passages are particularly challenging. One presents an argument that justifies a nuclear counterstrike in response to an initial massive nuclear attack. Another makes two unusual claims: (1) that 'a nation fighting for its life may be able to justify coercing another nation into going to war' and (2) that nations may legitimately be 'drafted to serve the cause' when the 'future of the world is at stake' (notwithstanding the vagueness of such a concept). Those who do not share the authors' utilitarian views may find some of these arguments difficult to accept.
Despite such controversial passages, Military Ethics presents succinct analyses, in most cases, and bold proposals in a straightforward, unpretentious style. Of particular value is the discussion of post-war difficulties societies face in reabsorbing and supporting members of the military when they leave military service. More is spent, the authors claim, on military veterans than on the wars themselves. Their examination of such issues does not simplify the complexity of the problems; it does provide illuminating insights concerning the nature of the difficulties and how their resolution might be undertaken.
Michael Walzer's book Just and Unjust Wars has received considerable attention since its publication, so much so that 'Walzer-bashing' has become quite popular. Fotion and Elfstrom join this local battle with considerable zeal. At some points, however, consistency appears at risk. After pointing out that 'Walzer underestimates . . . the degree to which nation and government are often interconnected in the process of fighting war', they criticize him for 'presuming [both] that governments result from a nation's political culture and that what government officials undertake is their responsibility alone' (235). The authors point out that 'to divorce government and its actions completely from national culture would be mistaken' (235), which suggests that they question the principle of holding members of a government responsible for official actions. In the next chapter, however, they state, 'In any government, however democratic, there will always be a determinate number of officials who have primary responsibility for formulating any given governmental action' (249). As a result:
Given that there are governmental leaders who are the agents of wrongful war and given that reasonably exact standards could be established for determining the Tightness or wrongness of wars, there is no reason why the model of individual criminal trial and punishment could not be used (249).
Only a generous reading can vitiate the charge that the authors are trying to have it both ways in this discussion, faulting Walzer, on the one hand, for insisting on the individual responsibility of government leaders for initiating aggressive war and, on the other hand, using the principle of individual responsibility to support their own position.
Insightful and informed discussions in the book are sometimes interrupted by such inconsistencies and by curious proposals that appear to have little hope of realization in practical terms. For instance, Chapter 12 includes the recommendation that an international body dispatch war crimes controllers to accompany combat units of countries at war. These officials would observe operations and investigate possible war crimes. Needless to say, such a proposal is not likely to find acceptance in any military force or in any sovereign state. If we could either eliminate national sovereignty or establish an international body powerful enough to impose such an arrangement (and one. of those developments would probably be necessary before this proposal could be implemented), such a programme would no longer be needed.
Another curious suggestion is that a procedure comparable to jury trial, complete with legal representation, should be established in the United States to decide the merits of the arguments of individuals who claim reasons of religion or conscience for refusing to serve in the military. The time, cost, and legal complexity (not to mention the vast potential for abuse by the wealthy and powerful) of such a system would appear to be fraught with difficulty. In both of these unusual proposals, the consequences of trying to implement the programmes may need further evaluation.
As a source of ideas and as a stimulus to more careful examination of some of the most pressing issues of our time, this is a useful and thought-provoking study. Two observations in particular remain when one finishes the book. Sadly, the effects of the requirement for national military preparedness reach into all aspects of modern life. Even more disturbingly, the discussion suggests that traditional Western moral beliefs may be inadequate to resolve concerns generated by the harsh realities of a world under arms. One may not agree with various positions taken by the authors, but they examine problems that require the attention and concern of all.
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